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Leicester East MP backs blasphemy law proposal:

A LETTER TO VAZ
F o l l o w i n g K e i t h Va z M P ’s
expression of support for the
reintroduction of blasphemy laws
Gush Bhumbra, president of the
Leicester Secular Society, has
written the following letter:
Dear Mr Vaz,
I write to express deep
disappointment at your support for
blasphemy laws to be re-introduced
to the UK. I write this as an open
letter to encourage clarity on the
matter.
It is outrageous that someone, as
senior within the Labour party as
yourself, would put forward the
outdated, regressive, and oppressive
concept that faith and belief need
legal protection. They do not. These
ideas must be subject to as rigorous
questioning, criticism, ridicule and
offensive comment, as any other
idea.
Just because someone sincerely
believes an idea does not give the
person nor the idea any special
privilege in being immune from
normal human interaction, even if
offensive criticism is offered. The line
we draw, and it is a reasonable one, is
that we do not permit the incitement
of hatred nor violence. Everything
else must remain within the law.

to avoid facing unpleasant truths
about their cherished beliefs. To give
religious ideas special protection
would be to give succour to the
despicable regimes around the
world who are happy to murder
blasphemers. Take a look at Pakistan
where even to allege that someone
has blasphemed is enough to bring
out the vigilante death squads. Why
would you want to take our legal
system in that direction or in the
direction of Saudi Arabia where it is
a terrorist offence to not believe in
Allah?

L.S.S. President being interviewed
during the Clock Tower vigil held in
solidarity with the victims of the Paris
terrorist attack. (full story page 4)

I sincerely hope that you will
reconsider your position and make it
clear that a blasphemy law is not
a p p r o p r i a t e f o r t h i s l i b e r a l people, such as those of Muslim faith,
democracy of ours.
even if no individual is specified in an
Yours sincerely,
offending article.
Gush Bhumbra, (President, L.S.S.)

Muslim Council of Britain

Keith Vaz’s comments

Miqdaad Versi, Assistant Secretary
General of the MCB, said "Muslim
communities need to be able to respond to
accusations [against] Muslims, or
against the Prophet, in a more effective
way."

K e i t h Va z ’s c o m m e n t s we r e
reportedly made at an event
organised by the Muslim Council of
Britain to explore responses to
terrorism and extremism.

During discussions on how to
respond to 'slurs' and "grossly
irresponsible" coverage of Muslim
issues in the media, attendees called
for Britain's Independent Press
It is the duty of everyone to be Standards Organisation (IPSO) to
prepared to take offence on the chin use its powers to pursue complaints
rather than demand special privilege of discrimination against groups of

He added: "Whether there should be
legislation is something that really is a
more complicated question."
But in response to discussion on new
blasphemy legislation, Keith Vaz,
who is the chair of the influential
Home Affairs Select Committee, told
Al Arabiya that under certain

Inside: The Diggers, MPI, Calais, Paris and Flat Stanley

WHAT’S ON
at the
Secular Hall
Sunday 13th Dec, 6.30pm
A Better Life - film. Chris Johnson is visiting the UK from the USA and will
be presenting his film.
Sunday 20th Dec, 6.30pm
Winter Solstice Quiz. Seasonal fun and games with a new look. Bring
and share buffet and drinks. Everybody welcome as teams or
individuals. Free entry
Sunday 10th Jan,
11.00am-Sunday Assembly
6.30pm Still the Enemy Within is a film with a unique insight into the
1984-85 British Miners’ Strike. No experts. No politicians. Thirty years on,
this is the raw first-hand experience of those who lived through Britain’s
longest strike.
Sunday 17th Jan, 6.30pm
Tai Chi: Therapy or Martial Art: Nasser Butt is a master of Tai Chi:
masters from other disciplines learn from him. Luckily he is a great
communicator, and will explain his art lucidly.
Sunday 24th Jan, 6.30pm
Young Women and Political Activity: Why do some participate, and
others not? This is the serious question that Rose Holyoak set herself for
her research. She unveils what she has found out...
Sunday 31st Jan, 6.30pm
The Meaning of Suicide. Mohammed Abbass is a psychiatrist and has
much experience in this difficult field. Here he shares his ideas and
experience with us.
Sunday 7th Feb, 6.30pm
Susanna Watts and Elizabeth Heyrick – They were activists and
abolitionists in late eighteenth/early nineteenth centuries. Susanna also
published the first street guide to Leicester. Caroline Moles summarises
the lives of these two wonderful local "proto feminists".
Sunday 14th Feb
11.00am-Sunday Assembly
6.30pm: The Darwin Lecture: Darwinian Theory: Medicine's Neglected
Basic Science. Evolution has shaped the human body and mind, yet
modern medicine has paid scant attention to this fact. Dr Riadh Abed
argues that evolutionary science can provide insights into dysfunction and
disorder that cannot otherwise be attained.
Sunday 21st Feb, 6.30pm
The Spanish Civil War in Song, Photographs and Speech. Pilar Lopez is
from Madrid where the shadow of the Spanish Civil War still looms after
over 60 years. Her presentation reaches the heart of those terrible years.
Sunday 28th Feb, 6.30pm
The Onward March Of The Cooperative Movement: Has It Halted.
Many, many people were worried with the near collapse of the Co-op
Bank and the involvement of hedge funds in it. Nick Matthews is the one
who can give a complete account of the current position.
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continued from page one

conditions he would have "no
problem" with the reintroduction of
blasphemy laws in the UK.
"Religions are very special to people. And
therefore I have no objection to [a
blasphemy law] … but it must apply
equally to everybody," The
longstanding Labour MP added that
if there were to be a new blasphemy
law, "It should apply to all religions. If
we have laws, they should apply to
everybody.”

National Secular Society
The remarks have been strongly
condemned by the National Secular
Society. Executive director, Keith
Porteous Wood, said: "I am appalled
that such a senior politician should be
blithely contemplating the
reintroduction of blasphemy laws. In any
plural society, ideas, including religious
ideas, should be open to rigorous debate.
We already have an armoury of laws
restricting freedom of expression.
Religiously aggravated insults already
carry a seven year tariff. This is already
likely to have a chilling effect on freedom
of expression.
"Reintroducing blasphemy laws would
not be showing a good example to those
Muslim countries where blasphemy laws
carry the death sentence. Even being
accused of blasphemy in Pakistan sometimes a tactic of commercial or
political rivals - can result in extrajudicial death.”

Contradictory Answers
Vaz went on to give contradictory
answers about his views, saying that
there should not be blasphemy laws
in the UK, before adding, "If somebody
brings it forward in parliament I'll vote
for it… Obviously it depends what's in
the bill. But I have no objection to it being
brought before parliament and having a
debate about it."
In 1989, not long after he was elected
to parliament, Keith Vaz led a march
in Leicester of three thousand
Muslims calling for Salman
Rushdie's book The Satanic Verses to
be banned.

PARIS
President’s Clock Tower speech
It seems only yesterday that we were here to show
solidarity with the people of Paris after the Charlie
Hebdo attack. Now the people of Paris are suffering
again, this time, apparently, at the hands of
fundamentalists who wish to impose an inhuman
form of Islam by force.
The groups who allege that they were behind the
attack, have shown repeatedly that they lack the
empathy that we must have between all our
communities. Here in Leicester we are fortunate that
we have so many communities that do live side by side
and do show great empathy, love and understanding
for each other. It is only by increasing this sense of
seeing self in the other that we will defeat the hatred
that groups like ISIS, Al Qaida and others are trying to
spread.
We see that the innocent people murdered on Friday
could have been any of us and if we do not stand side
by side in defiance of the spreaders of hatred, they will
be seen to be winning. We cannot afford to let that
happen. We must not lose sight of our shared
humanity. That is why we are here. We feel the pain of
the friends and relatives of the victims.
The right to believe or not in your own faith based
system must remain a personal human right, but it
must never be imposed on anyone else. We cannot let
the followers of any belief system force us to follow
their lead. That is why the Secular Society was
established here in Leicester and I’m sure the founders
never thought that that the work of the Society would
be incomplete 150 years later.
There is one thing I will caution, however. Do not be
fooled into thinking that greater surveillance of our
actions will give us greater security against such
attacks, it will not. Some of the Friday night attackers
were already known to the authorities. The same was
true of the previous terrorist attacks in the UK. Greater
surveillance of everyone is not needed; greater
surveillance of targeted individuals is what is
required. Do not let the government take away our
privacy following this heinous attack. They want to
track our every move on the internet, what we do on
our phones, and who knows what else.
Stand up for our human rights, not only against the
terrorists who would take them but also from our own
government.
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Please pay your
annual Subs says
Treasurer
Dear Member,
As another year comes around and subscriptions
fall due. Please can you pay these promptly. We
need the funds to continued to both campaign for
Secularism and maintain our home in the Secular
Hall. Please consider making an addition donation
The subs for 2016 are being frozen at the same level
as 2015. They are:
Individuals £21, Low income £7
Household (multiple members) £28
Please send your cheques, made payable to Leicester
Secular Society, to:
John Catt
32 Bramcote Road
Loughborough LE11 2 SA
If you use internet banking, you can credit the
Society’s bank account as follows
ACCOUNT NO 20195380
SORT CODE 60-83-01
Please confirm such transfers with an email to:
leic.sec.society@gmail.com
If you prefer to pay by cash, you can hand this to any
Board member.
John Catt (Membership Sec/Treasurer)

DARWIN DAY
6.30pm Sunday 14th Feb
8th Annual Lecture
Darwinian Theory:
Medicine's Neglected
Basic Science
Dr Riadh Abed
Evolution has shaped the human body and mind,
yet modern medicine has paid scant attention to
this fact. Dr Riadh Abed argues that evolutionary
science can provide insights into dysfunction and
disorder that cannot otherwise be attained.
Darwin Day is 12th February every year. The
Leicester Secular Society holds an annual Darwin
Day Lecture to commemorate Darwin’s
contribution to science.

This would not change, whether or not we are a charity. So
long as we only oppose the Government where the
policies and laws would infringe on our Objects, our
campaigning would not cause any problems. For
evidence of this check out the campaigns run by the
British Humanist Association www.humanism.org.uk .
If a group of members wanted to support a particular
political party, there would be nothing to stop them
forming a separate group such as “Leicester Secularists
for the Raving Loony Party” in the same way that the BHA
has politically affiliated groups such as the Humanist and
Secularist Liberal Democrats.

Other matters
The ownership of the Hall (currently owned by Leicester
Rationalist Trust (LRT) of which the Society is the sole
beneficiary) is an issue that needs to be “rationalised”
before any steps are taken towards charitable status. The
trust deed of LRT simply states “The Trustees shall invest
the trust fund in Ordinary or Preference Shares or
debentures of the Leicester Secular Hall Company
Limited or in any stocks funds or securities authorised by
law for the investment of trust funds or in any stocks
funds or securities or other investments of whatever
nature and wheresoever as the trustees shall in their
absolute and uncontrolled discretion think fit and the
trustees shall have absolute power to vary any such
investments from time to time and shall in no case be
responsible for any loss occasioned by any investment.”
There is no requirement to retain or preserve the Hall.

BOARD REPORT
New Officers and Board Members
At the AGM of the Secular Society Gush Bhumbra was
elected as president and Anthony Matthew was elected
as Chair. Anu Kapur, Jean Roseblade, Gillian Lighton
and Ned Newitt were elected to serve on the Society’s
Board.
It is understood that the Board intends to co-opt the
following members: Mike Burden, John Catt,
Mohammed Abbas and Michael Gerard.
At the meeting the Board discussed:
Ÿ Forward planning the lecture programme and

improving the publicity for meetings
Ÿ Security for the building and the newly installed

CCTV system which is proving useful.
Ÿ A summer coach trip
Ÿ The work of the volunteers and the help they

provided in doing various jobs in and around the
Hall.
Ÿ Commemoration of the Peterloo Massacre
Ÿ The next phase of improvements to the Hall
Ÿ There a discussion about the fairness of employers

providing paid leave for those who observe religious
holidays.

Thanks

Ways of ensuring that the Hall is retained and preserved
with the benefit of charitable status, while protecting the It was agreed to thank Harry Perry for all his hard work
of behalf of the Society and in particular for his work on
investment of LRT, need to be explored.
the recent shop front contract.
During some discussions on the possibility of applying for
charitable status the words on the outside of the building Hall Improvements
have been mistakenly quoted as “Liberty, Equality,
Are you are interested in joining the working party
Fraternity”. In fact they read “Libertas, Justicia, Veritas”
which is responsible for improving the Secular Hall? If
(Liberty, Justice, Truth) which are in line with the Liberal
so please contact Mike Burden.
traditions of many of the founding members of the Society.
Even back in the 1880s there was a wide spectrum of views
within the membership, generally split between Positivists,
Individualists and Socialists as recounted by Sidney
Gimson in his memoirs - http://goo.gl/7INzUa.
Next Edition

Leicester
SECULARIST

Some members have expressed concern that the Society
will rush into charitable status. In order to become a charity
the Memorandum and Articles of Association will have to
be amended at a General Meeting and to pass the necessary
resolutions will require a majority of 75% of those voting.
The current Board do not intend pursuing charitable status
until a way forward with Leicester Rationalist Trust has
been found and there is a consensus of 80/90% of the
membership in favour.

The next copy deadline is Friday 29th January 2016. We
welcome new articles, letters, jokes, poems, news,
cartoons, etc. You can send via the Hall or email:
secularist@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk

Please include photos where you have them. Aim to
write less than 700 words, although longer articles may
be accepted if appropriate. Please ensure they are
submitted well ahead of the deadline.
Leicester Secularist
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Mathew Hulbert
Why PSHE must be made a statutory requirement in all of our schools
I recently had the honour of consideration and consequently that the
addressing the Society on 'The Next right of parental withdrawal should
Steps Towards LGBT Equality.'
cease.'
One of the issues I touched on during
that speech was the need for
Personal, Social, Health and
Economic Education (PSHE) to
become a statutory requirement for
all state-funded schools and,
furthermore, for PSHE to include Sex
and Relationships Education (SRE.)

They go on to say, 'We believe that
children are entitled to full, accurate and
age-appropriate SRE, including
education about forming and
maintaining rewarding relationships
and unbiased information on
contraception, STIs, abortion, sexual
orientation, and the many forms of
I want, in this article, to go into more family relationship conducive to
detail on this issue than I had time to individual fulfilment and the stability of
do in my talk, given the number of society.'
issues I wanted to raise in it.
A Bill on this issue is currently
Why do I (and a growing number of attempting to make its way through
people across the country) feel PSHE Parliament, sponsored by the Green
needs to be put on a statutory MP Caroline Lucas.
footing?

Sadly it's unlikely to become law as
the Government aren't giving it any
OFSTED
time, but it's significantly raising the
In the Executive Summary of
profile of the issue on the national
OFSTED's most recent report into
agenda.
PSHE teaching in our schools,
entitled 'Not Yet Good Enough,' it In the briefing note prepared for MPs
states that 'The quality of PSHE by her office it states 'Homophobic
education is not yet good enough in a language and bullying remains common
sizeable proportion of schools in in schools. LGBTIQ young people need
England.' It went on, 'Sex and information and support to help them
relationships education required deal with intimidation and isolation.'
improvement in over a third of schools,
leaving some children and young people
unprepared for the physical and
emotional changes they will experience
during puberty.'

Stonewall

The LGBT charity Stonewall's most
recent School Report backs this up,
with it having found that
homophobic bullying continues to
It went on to raise a host of other be 'widespread in Britain's Schools'
concerns and to make a number of and that the use of homophobic
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s t o t h e language is 'endemic.'
Department of Education.
It further finds that 'homophobic

BHA

bullying has a profoundly damaging
impact on young people's school
experience and that gay people who
are bullied are at a higher risk of
suicide, self-harm and depression.'

Meanwhile, the British Humanist
Association states, 'We unequivocally
support making PSHE a statutory part
of the curriculum and believe that the
religious character of a school should not This is the most serious of issues and
deprive children of their entitlement to good intentions by the Government
and others helps not one single
good PSHE.
We believe that the right of children to LGBTIQ young person.

PSHE is more important than any other They need our policy makers and
parliamentarians to take action...and
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now.

Training
Clearly if PSHE is indeed to be given
a statutory footing we need all
teachers to be given relevant training
to provide age-appropriate PSHE.
A PSHE Association survey of forty
local authority leads found 53% of
teachers are 'not adequately trained'
in PSHE. As the briefing on the Bill
makes clear, this is about supporting
not dictating to schools:
'Statutory PSHE and SRE is not
prescribing the details of lessons. It's
giving all children the same
entitlement to good quality
provision, giving all schools freedom
to meet individual needs, and giving
all staff the support, training and
curriculum support they need.’

Parents
Some critics of these proposals say
that all this should be the sole
preserve of parents.
Well, a PSHE Association poll found
that 90% of parents believe that
schools should teach about mental
health and emotional well-being.
This would of course mean schools
working in partnership with parents
to ensure the best outcomes for
pupils but, equally importantly, it
would need to ensure-as the BHA
insists-that parents aren't allowed a
veto on religious grounds preventing
their children being taught in this
vitally important area.
Mathew Hulbert is an LGBT Rights
Activist and a former Lib Dem
Councillor.

Hamish Whiteley

Our Lecture Programme
Since the Society’s lecture programme has been the
cornerstone of the Secular Society’s activity since the C19th, I
thought that Hamish’s report to the Society’s. AGM should
have a wider circulation. This is a slightly abridged version of
his report. If you have a an idea, suggestion or wish to help,
please write in to the Secularist or get in touch with a Board
member. - the Editor

Report on Events Programme to 2015 AGM
At the time of writing we have held 41 events, had 1492
attendances at an average of 36 per event. Our largest
audiences were for the Burns Night Supper (67),
Professor David Nutt's Darwin Day lecture (68) and The
General Election Hustings (82). Ussama Hassan from
the Quilliam Foundation, Dr Saeeda Shah talking about
the Education of Muslim Girls, the Flute Concert, Elaine
Pantling's talk about Alice Hawkins, Gilad Atzmon
talking about Israel and Andrew Bradstock's talk on the
Diggers all attracted audiences of over 50.

Audience Figures
There were also some talks on subjects seemingly of
interest and importance that attracted poor audiences.
It remains very difficult to predict audience numbers.
We had a mixture of types of events, lectures, social
events, films, and entertainments, and it is hard to tell if
the balance is right. Social events with food and drink
are popular.

Social Events
If the society wants to have social events in the
programme then it is surely time to think about having
an individual or group separate from the events coordinator who takes on the task of organising social
events. If we want social events or concerts, which are
often difficult and time-consuming to organise we
should be prepared to help organise them. Perhaps
equally important would be to repeat the very
successful model of the Election Hustings, where Harry
took full responsibility for a single event. Perhaps other
members could do the same for subjects that they are
interested in, or where they have useful personal
contacts.

that this is too many, and would suggest trimming the
three programme seasons, starting a week later and
finishing a week earlier to lose 6 events. There is no reason
why we could not meet on the dates without a speaker,
should members wish to do so. Almost every speaker I
have contacted is astonished that we have 45 events each
year. However I would argue against moving to a
fortnightly event, as I think this would mean we would
lose continuity and purpose. It is also worth noting that
the most frequent reason given refusing a request to speak
is that it is on a Sunday Night.

Workload

Purpose

The Secular Society’s lecture programme for Jan-March 1889

It's a time consuming job that involves a great deal of e- I have suggested several times this year that the Board
mail correspondence, thorough checking, attention to takes some time to think what the events programme is
really for. At the moment I think we run it because that is
detail and at times considerable anxiety.
what we do, and it is left to the events co-ordinator to more
By the end of the year we will have run 45 events. I think or less do whatever they want. But what are we actually
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trying to achieve? Gain more members? Get more
people through the doors? Entertain and amuse our
existing members? Maximise our income? Or is it all
of these? There are some guidelines for the role but
no-one on the board has ever asked me to show how
what I am doing fits with the guidelines. It is easy to
feel that as long as you produce something, everyone
is happy.
I believe that the events programme is our single most
important area of activity, yet we seem to have very
little interest in thinking about the programme or why
we are actually running it. I would urge the Board to
make the events programme an agenda item at every
future Board meeting, and that the Board take a more
active interest and oversight, as representatives of the
membership, in ensuring that the events programme
has a purpose and clear direction.

Presentation
If we really want to attract more members of the public
we need to think more about presentation and
improving the dynamism and energy of events.
People need to be made to feel welcome and that it is
worth making the effort to venture out on a Sunday
evening. We are putting on a public event, and we
need to be a bit more professional about how we do
that.

Continuity
I had hoped that we could develop a system where
someone assisting the events co-ordinator could take
over the role the following year and still think that this
is the best hope for developing continuity. A new
person doing the role each year brings freshness and
new ideas and energy. I think it should be a priority of
the board to act now to plan for this for the future.
There is a very important reason for thinking longer
term, we should be thinking about booking high
profile speakers, but the ones I have been in contact
with all need to be booked well in advance. Thinking
and planning a few months ahead is not really much
use if one wants to get top speakers along to the hall.

Thanks
I would like to thank Harry Perry for his invaluable
work with the programmes and posters, Mike Burden,
Gillian Lighton and Bessie for their help preparing the
room, sending out publicity, writing cheques and
making tea on Sunday nights and Anu Kapur, for help
with the programme. Thanks to John Catt who not
only ensures the financial side of events works, but
also suggests speakers and events and shows a real
interest in the programme content. Finally, thanks to
everyone who has come along and supported all the
events.

WILF GAUNT 1931-2015
Wilf Gaunt, died in October. he would have been
84 in December. He was a long time member of
LSS and was, for many years, the Secular Hall
Manager and a member of the old Committee.
Wilf was born in Liverpool and worked for some
time as a chef in the Netherlands. He was largely
self educated and eventually retired to Leicester.
Wilf made many contributions to discussions at
the Hall, wrote many letters in the Leicester
Mercury and was a frequent contributor to the
Secularist.
He always spoke his mind and was much liked for
doing so. Once he'd said his piece he would go off
(if he hadn't stormed out!) to prepare the tea
and biscuits - his selection of which remains
unequalled!
In the last year illness regrettably often kept him
away from the Hall. However, he was not
forgotten and was given a proper secular send
off that included a recording of a steam engine
setting off from a station in Wales and ended
with Gracie Fields singing 'Wish me luck as you
wave me goodbye'.
Eleanor Davidson
made HALL
a first class job of
SECULAR
SUNDAY JULY 12th
presiding over6.30pm
the ceremony.

Leicester Secularist
Hamish Whiteley
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Helen Everett reviews Jo Samanta’s talk to the Secular Society

End of Life Decisions: Delusions and Religion
Jo Samanta is a reader in medical law, at De Monfort
University
About 35 people attended a fascinating talk from Jo
Samanta covering the law on decisions about end-oflife for religion or none.
The main relevant legislation is the Human Rights Act,
Article 9(1), a qualified right to freedom of thought,
conscience, religion or belief, subject to limitations.
Also the Equality Act 2010, anti-discrimination law for
groups with protected characteristics including
religion, belief or none, although no challenges re the
end of life have been made so far under this Act.
Jo explored cases involving adults with capacity, adults
lacking in capacity, and children, as that of Asha King a
5 year old whose parents abducted him because they
wanted proton beam therapy for his medulla blastoma
cancer.
Adults with capacity are at liberty to refuse any
treatment for any reason, or no particular reason at all.
Nowadays advance care planning - an advance
decision to refuse treatment in defined circumstances tends to be respected by medical professionals. Where a
person has appointed Attorneys for his/her health and
welfare, they must make decisions based on the
person's best interests (not necessarily what the person
would have wanted).
The case of Leslie Burke, a 45 year old with Friedrich's
ataxia involved going against clinical guidelines for
doctors to withdraw nutrition and fluids and the ruling
was overturned on appeal.
Adults lacking in capacity due to impairment or
disturbance to the brain nevertheless may be able to
make particular decisions. In order to do this they must
be able to understand information, retain it in order to
balance the arguments and communicate their
decision. A person's medical best interests of course
may not be the same as their life interests.
The vaues of the clinical decision-maker may come into
play as research by Clive Seale showed that Abrahamic
doctors were less likely to withdraw life-sustaining
treatment.
Recently the case of M v Mrs N (2015) featured in the
news when the daughter applied for fluids and
nutrition to be withdrawn from her 68 year old mother
with MS arguing that her mother's previous pride in her
appearance meant she would not wish to continue
living in her present state and the court agreed.
In the case of Wye Valley NHS Trust v B, a 73 year old
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diabetic man with a history of mental illness who heard
voices of angels and the Virgin Mary, developed a leg
ulcer such that without amputation he would die within
days. The man did not want surgery, saying he was not
afraid to die. The court ruled that amputation was not in
his best interests.
This case provoked a discussion about the difference
between schizophrenic delusion and religion. A
member who is a consultant psychiatrist gave the
professional definition of delusion as 'a belief strongly
held in the face of all evidence to the contrary'. Some
members thought that the difference was only that if
one person believes something in this way, it is a
delusion, whereas if a number of people believe the
same thing, it is a religion!

The British Humanist Association employs the only
campaigner working full time in opposition to the
state funding of ‘faith’ schools. That campaigner is
Jay Harman. He leads the BHA’s efforts to eradicate
‘faith’ schools and religious selection, to rid the
classroom of creationism in favour of evolution, to
repeal the requirement for collective worship in
schools.
The BHA needs your help in order to be able to
continue to employ him next year. Please donate
today at http://justgiving.com/nofaithschools.

Mark Lucas

MPI Infects Secularists!

Not long now…. just a few shopping
days left to flash the cash and crunch
the credit card in support of the mass
consumer hysteria that has become
Christmas Shopping. And mass
psychological and spiritual hysteria
it certainly is, radiating throughout
this land from Lovely Leicester to
Llandudno, Lerwick and Lands End.
The press was recently full of their
own hysterical journo-ravings about
a "poisoning" that had led to mass
swooning at a school in Ripon in the
heart of stern and sensible Yorkshire.
Fingers were pointed at various
nefarious causes including the usual
suspect – hazardous substances.
Long and careful investigations by
those chaps from the Health & Safety
revealed no physical causes. Well I
never…...

Mad Gasser of Matton
Of course these outbreaks of Mass
Psychogenic Illness (MPI) are not
restricted to the feeble minded
inhabitants of England, (in spite of
their long standing cultural alliance
with Mad Dogs). Take the case of the
Mad Gasser of Mattoon. In 1944, the
USofA were gripped in panic caused
by this marauding madman, who,
equipped with hi-tech pressure
injection equipment and state of the
art anaesthetic gases nightly
prowled the suburban streets.
Homes were pumped full of
invisible, tasteless and odourless
gases, applied through the keyhole
or letterbox.
The victims were
rendered unto a state of insensible
paralysis and prostration.
This
Gasser has since taught his evil trade
to masterful practitioners
throughout the world.
Over the
years I have personally encountered
poor souls who have been rendered
utterly helpless by powerful fast
acting vapours similarly applied. In
Mozambique, apartments on the 9th
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Dancing mania from a painting by Pieter Brueghel the Younger.
floor have been entirely stripped
of their furnishings during the
dark hours, leaving mother father
and baby to awake in the morn
wrapped only in bedsheets
feeling the dreadful after effects
of the fumes.

Motor Homes
It is also well known that those
most sensible of persons,
MotorHomers, are regularly
attacked in similar fashion whilst
enjoying their well earned rest
from the labours of pounding the
highways and byways of France
and Spain. Safe in the love nest of
their MotorCamping
HomeFromHome vehicle
miasmic mixtures are inserted
through the mosquito netting or
up the waste pipe of the shining
self-contained sink. Happy
Campers waking in the morn find
their wheels pinched
and
cellphones stolen. The swarthy
scoundrels (for the perpetrators
are always dark and hirsute) even
drank a bottle of Plonk that was
certainly full when the lights
were doused for the night.

Mass Penis Shrinking
Occurrences of MPI infect all
races and all sexes in all manner
o f wa y s .
Remember the
o u t b r e a k s o f M a s s Pe n i s
Shrinking such as the one in

Ghana 2013? On the other hand there
was the case of the Mass Penis
Engorgement that took place in
Mozambique in 1982. Several poor
chaps were left with week long bouts
of Priapism due to the supposed
ingestion of doctored drinks. (The
enjoyment of delicious dark
prostitutes and the frightening fear
that their wives in Scandinavia may
get to hear of the event had, of course,
nothing to do with it).

Secularists not immune
Given all this collective swooning in
European schools and campsites, the
penis pinching and pumping in
Africa, is it any wonder that even the
Scientific Secularists are not immune
to the highly infectious seasonal MPI
present in every single shopping mall
and supermarket from Scotland to
Surrey. I see them stuffing their
lifetime, reusable shopping bags with
sweets, chocs and puddings at a
frantic pace on the countdown to
CHRISTMASS. If there is no hope of
Salvation for the credit cards of the
Secularist, what hope is there for the
true believers in Mass Psychogenic
Illnesses such as talking in tongues
and wine become blood? None is the
answer! Try as we might we are all
doomed to this endless round of
delusion and hysteria that is
shopping and consuming.
A very, very Happy MPI to you All.

Chris Goodwin

CALAIS: BRITAIN’S RESPONSIBILITY
An observer on a delegation to Calais
made links with the co-ordinator of
aid at the refugee camp. Within a few
weeks there the migrants had built a
communal washing area, cycle repair
shop, shops and a makeshift
nightclub. Their skills could be
utilised in this country. Most of them
are men of working age. There are job
shortages in Leicester in certain areas
medics, HGV drivers and hosiery for
instance. Migrants have often done
the jobs others do not want to do.
Asylum seekers in this country are not
allowed to work and often have to
wait many years to process their case
living on an azure card £35 a week no
cash or nothing. While asylum seeker
children's benefits have been cut and
further cuts planned allegedly to keep
people out when they can't get here
anyway.
Volunteers have taken clothes to
Calais and in desperation they have
been pulled out of lorries and ruined
on the ground. What is needed is
money for wooden homes and sim
cards for mobile phones relatives and
friends are losing each other. There is
no sanitation.
In Calais there are a lot of posters of Le
Pen and there is hostility to the
migrants. France banned the
headscarf so it is not felt to be a
welcoming country. The Syrian camp
in the centre of Calais was bulldozed
destroying all the refugees' personal
possessions and documents leaving
them with nothing. Some of the
migrants have family or friends here.
Others English is their only second
language.
Most of them are fleeing wars or
persecution. Iraq is still being bombed
because of ISIL which would not exist
if not for the 2003 war. The Yarmouk
Palestinian refugee camp in Syria was

attacked by both sides of the war
there and was under siege for a
long time. Israel has also not
taken any refugees. The bombing
of the hospital in Afghanistan
killing 22 patients and staff shows
that civilians are still being killed
in all these wars. Libya was
destabilised while BP's interests
were protected. Big business and
politicians have made enormous
sums of money from wars. The
policies of the west keep people in
economic colonialism and cause
wars.

75 years ago, the Secular Hall narrowly
escaped destruction. The photos above
and below show the nearby Freeman
Hardy and Willis after it was bombed on
the night of 19th November 1940.
It was replaced in the 1955 by a new office
block. A new tower was built c1970 and
the building became the International
Hotel. The building closed down in 2009
after a spate of issues including concrete
falling from the main tower. It remains
derelict.

There is a fine line between a
refugee and a migrant as
witnessed by the proof that an
asylum seeker has to produce.
Britain has a responsibility
towards refugees. There are only
5000 migrants in Calais why can't
Britain have them? If you are rich
you don't have to be an asylum
seeker or an economic migrant
you can come into the country.
An observer on a delegation to
Calais made links with the coordinator of aid at the refugee
camp. Within a few weeks there
the migrants had built a
communal washing area, cycle
repair shop, shops and a
makeshift nightclub. Their skills
could be utilised in this country. Humberstone Gate in the 1950s
Most of them are men of working
age. There are job shortages in
Leicester in certain areas medics,
HGV drivers and hosiery for
instance. Migrants have often
done the jobs others do not want
to do.
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Secular Society Contacts
All can be reached by post via the
Hall address
President: Gush Bhumbra
gbhumbra@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk

Chairperson: Anthony Matthew
anthony.matthew@tiscali.co.uk

Membership Secretary/Treasurer
John Catt
Tel: 01509 211468

IMPORTANT
URGENT PRODUCT RECALL
All versions of the Bible have been found to contain a high number of
contradictions and passages that can be dangerously interpreted in the
incorrect manner. As a result of these defects
the following problems have been reported:

memsec@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk

Company Secretary:
Jean Roseblade
Hall bookings/maintenance
Mike Burden:
Tel: 07722 782727
secularhall@gmail.com

Events Coordinators:-Anu Kapur &
Hamish Whiteley (2015)
Secularist Editor: Ned Newitt
secularist@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk

Library and archives
Gillian Lighton
gillianlighton@hotmail.com

Keyholders:
Mike Burden and Gillian Lighton
Audio-visual kit
Normally held by Mike Burden
Leicester Secular Society
Registered Office:

- Erratic behaviour
- US Republicans
- Veering to the right
- Tory frontbenchers
- Unjustified acts of Smiting - Mel Gibson
- Bigotry
- Tory backbenchers
- Evolution denial
- War
- Christian rock music
- Dinosaur denial
- Adult fairy stories
- Pat Robertson
- Pro life groups
- Other Tories

If you own a copy of the Bible then please return to your maker where
you will be issued with a full refund or a replacement item of equal
worth, such as a Dan Brown novel or a copy of Teenage Mutant Nija
Turtle II: The Secret of the Ooze (on VHS)
It is thought that similar defects may be found in other holy book
products.
Should you have any further difficulties call our ‘it’s getting very
hotline on 0898 B-I-B-L-E-D-A-N-G-E-R

Secular Hall, 75 Humberstone Gate,
Leicester LE1 1WB

Email:
mail@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk

Website:
www.leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
LSS is a company limited by guarantee

Amid health and safety concerns

PRODUCT RECALL ISSUED FOR BIBLE

A product recall has been issued for
the
Bible following concerns that
Disclaimer, Code of Conduct and Copyright
The Leicester Secularist is a not-for-profit users of the religious instruction
undertaking of Leicester Secular Society. m a n u a l c o u l d b e p u t t i n g
Please note that the views and proposals
themselves and others at risk.

expressed in this journal are not necessarily
those of the Editor or the Board of the Society,
and the Editor, the Society and its officers
accept no liability for views expressed. As the
journal of a Freethought organisation any
member’s views may be published subject to
the usual constraints of avoiding libel,
occasional editing to fit the space available and
intrinsic merit.
The contents may be reproduced at will unless
the item is accompanied by a copyright symbol.
An acknowledgement of the source (for
original material) would be appreciated - with a
link to the Society website.
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The recall was issued following
numerous reports of Bible owners
behaving erratically and veering off
to the right.

manuals, can be very confusing,”
“It’s like trying to follow a step-bystep guide for putting together a self
assembly storage unit.
“On the outside it promises to help
build something that will restore a
calmness and order to your life.

“But after a couple of hours you
discover that none of it makes any
A Health and Safety Executive (HSE) sense, there are bits that don’t fit and
spokesperson urged anyone owning when you call for help there’s no
a copy of the Bible to return it to their answer.”
maker as soon as possible.
Industry analysts believe that several
A spokesperson said “The Bible, other holy instruction book products
m u c h l i k e m a n y i n s t r u c t i o n suffer from the same defect.

